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Students learn to design methodologically advanced data collection tools (surveys, interviews,
contextual metadata) using appropriate existing resources (e.g.: ZIS/Understanding Society/ISSPDatabase), as well as designing their own if necessary. Furthermore, they will gain an
understanding regarding how they can apply social scientific methods within the context and
constraints of a modern digital society. Thus they will be able to critically reflect on data presented
by other researchers or business partners in different settings.
To do so the course will start with a short recapitulation of current methodological paradigms found
in the social sciences. Afterwards the students will be confronted with the implications of modern
digital communication technology and its societal impact (internationalisation, globalisation, big
data) regarding methodology. To do so empirical research in the political, economic and academic

Content/Description

context will be discussed.
This is supplemented via regular tutorial units that provide the students with a chance to not only
reflect on the information that was acquired during the lectures, but also solve complex tasks that
involve the application of the newly acquired methodological skills. Those short tasks should enable
them gain an understanding regarding the challenges that exist when one tries to collect data in
intercultural contexts (furthered by the diverse backgrounds of the DClead students themselves) as
well as how to collect valid and relevant data within resource-constraint settings, employing
modern communication technology to gain insight into developments and extract relevant data
from publically available sources.
To illustrate this point further guest lectures with representatives of STATISTIK AUSTRIA and IFES
are planned, providing insight into the real-world applications of social scientific research methods.
6 ECTS Credits
Total student working hours: 150 hours
Attendance: 38 hours
Mandatory Reading: 32 hours

Workload: ECTS

Empirical field work: 20 hours
Creating empirical research tool : 20 hours
Exam preparation : 20 hours
Assignments : 16 hours
Exams: 4 hours

Objectives
Guest Lecturers (if
applicable)

Fundamental understanding of social science research methods and their relevance in the field of
digital communication.
_
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Important note
This syllabus describes the course as it was delivered in Summer Semester 2016 Readers should note that courses of the DCLead programme are
changed and adapted every year, also taking into consideration the feedback of the participants. This syllabus is for informational purposes only.
The administration of the DCLead programme does not guarantee that the entirety of the information contained in this document clearly applies to
any course that is delivered during another semester, also with the same title.
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